Gene order of translation of the flavivirus Kunjin: further evidence of internal initiation in vivo.
The rates of inactivation of synthesis of individual virus-specified proteins by ultraviolet radiation provided an estimate of the target sizes of individual viral genes. In a control experiment with Semliki Forest virus, the genes for the structural proteins mapped in the known sequence 5' C-PE2-E1 3', and in accordance with initiation of translation from a single site on 26-S mRNA. Under the same conditions, the inactivation of synthesis of seven Kunjin virus-specified proteins also followed first-order kinetics, but the largest target size was equivalent to only about half the length of the genome. No gene sequence could be deduced using the premise that translation was initiated at a single site. However, genes for the major nonstructural proteins could be mapped in the order 5' P98-P71-P10 3' from a postulated ribosomal attachment site about midway along the RNA. The genes for the structural proteins C and E could then be mapped in a preceding sequence 5'...C-E-GP19-P21 3', with a vacant upstream region sufficient to code for at least one of two flavivirus genes not expressed in these experiments. The implications of the two postulated translational units are discussed in relation to previous data on translation strategy of flaviviruses.